
BELVEDERE VODKA
Created from Polish Dankowskie Rye and quadruple-distilled to 
create the perfect balance of character and purity. Zero 
additives, gluten free, naturally smooth. ORIGIN

Mazovia, Poland

ALCOHOL BY VOLUME: 40

NOSE
Soft and inviting, with notes of vanilla and cream.

PALATE
Full and round with medium body and a naturally smooth, rich and velvety 
texture. Light vanilla notes sway between sweet and savory, with a hint of 
black pepper and spice. 

CATEGORY
Vodka

EYES
Clear

PRODUCT DETAILS

%

SIGNATURE COCKTAIL

 THE STORY

The world's first super premium vodka, Belvedere Vodka is 
the original and true expression of luxury vodka, created 
from 600 years of Polish vodka-making tradition. The vodka 
itself is always authentic and never artificial.

 SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATION

Belvedere received the Orthodox Union Letter of Kosher 
Certification which certifies that products prepared by 
Polmos Zyrardow Sp. z o.o.-Moet Hennessy USA, ul. 
Mickiewicza 1-3, Zyrardow, 96-300 POLAND are under the 
supervision of the Kashruth Division of the Orthodox Union 
and are kosher as indicated.

BELVEDERE CLASSIC MARTINI

2oz Belvedere Vodka
.25oz French Fortified Wine

GLASSWARE: Martini glass
GARNISH: Pink grapefruit twist

METHOD: Combine ingredients in a mixing glass and stir over ice until very cold. 
Strain into a chilled martini glass and garnish with a pink grapefruit twist.

• Produced in one of the world’s longest continuously operating 
Polish distillery that has been making vodka since 1910, 
Belvedere was the first to generate a new standard of 
excellence by establishing the super-premium vodka category.

• Today, Belvedere’s distinctive taste and uncompromising 
integrity are recognized internationally by discriminating vodka 
enthusiasts who appreciate its dynamic and complex character.

• Crafted using only superior grade Polska rye and water from its 
own local pristine source, Belvedere is all natural, contains no 
additives nor added sugar, and is produced in accordance with 
the legal requirements of Polska Vodka. 

 KNOW HOW


